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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CITES PHILIP SERVICES HAWAII, LTD
FOR USED-OIL PERMIT VIOLATIONS
HONOLULU – The Hawaii State Department of Health (DOH) has filed a notice of violation with
a penalty fine totaling $19,500 against Philip Services Hawaii, LTD (PSH). DOH discovered two
alleged violations of the state’s used-oil rules during a routine inspection on Aug. 19 and 20,
2013. PSH operates at two sites located at 91-410 and 91-416 Komohana St. in Kapolei on
Oahu. The company has been at these sites since July 2001 and its operations include used-oil
transport, processing and recycling.

PSH faces one count of significantly altering operating procedures without notifying DOH. These
procedures are considered to be a part of the permit and any changes to the plans must be
approved by DOH. The standard operating procedures that were in use at the time of the
inspection were not consistent with the approved version. The altered procedures resulted in
substantial changes in the used-oil processing steps that had not been approved by DOH. The
altered procedures changed the system from a recycling system into a disposal system.
Instead of recovering used oil and waste fuels from the oily water for reuse, the altered system
would absorb those components for disposal. Potentially, hazardous wastes could have been
sent for recycling and been disposed of instead. The second count resulted from PSH failing to
update their emergency coordinator list. PSH may request a hearing within 20 days to contest
the violation notice and penalty.
To protect Hawaii from pollutants that endanger people and the environment, the DOH
regulates the generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous wastes.
The department’s Solid and Hazardous Waste Branch promotes pollution prevention and waste

minimization, develops partnerships with waste generators and the regulated community,
guides the rehabilitation of contaminated lands, and aggressively enforces environmental laws.
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